A day in the life
Characters: protagonist- me! (Moriah) antagonist - unpredictable health
situations
Setting: several days before solo and ensemble. Moriah's senior year.
Archbold.
Plot:
Preliminary situation : introduce protagonist (Moriah) and learn about her
impending solo and ensemble performances.
Initial incident: Moriah rehearses her pieces with her mother. The
rehearsal goes well, but Moriah still has a lot of work to do only has a few
days left.
Rising action: Moriah goes to school the next morning and in each class
is given a large amount of homework. Moriah is overwhelmed by the huge
amount of homework she is given, and doesn't know how to practice for
her performance. Moriah falls asleep completing her homework and
wakes up late for school the next morning. As a result of her falling asleep
she didn't get to practice her Solo and Ensemble performances. Moriah
used her study hall to talk through her pieces during school the next day.
Moriah goes home on Friday evening and goes to bed immediately
because she knows she needs sleep to be in tip top shape.
Climax: Moriah gets up the next morning and heads over to the solo and
ensemble venue. Warming up goes well, and she heads over to the
performance room to perform. The moment before Moriah begins to sing
she tells herself get dizzy and before she can do anything about it the
world goes black.
Falling Action: Moriah wakes up to her mother fanning her face looking
concerned. Moriah, much to her family's concern, rests for a bit and then
returns to the performance and sings through her song.
Resolution: Moriah sits waiting for her score and receives a I. She learns
that no matter how much you practice you cannot always prepare for

every situation, but there is triumph in pushing through any diﬃculty.
Epilogue: Moriah learns in this story that no amount of preparation will
get one ready for the unexpected, but that it is important to push through
adversity.

